Shipping Solutions for Hazardous Materials
Expertise, processes, technology and
personal commitment with every shipment

Damage-free delivery
Expertise and procedures for hazardous goods
Preparing your product for transit
Whether it’s on-site analysis of your shipping needs,
help answering general packaging questions, assistance
with shipping document compliance, marking, labeling,
placarding, or Canadian cross-border regulations, Reddaway
has a team of dedicated employees trained and experienced
in shipping hazardous goods. Call the Chemical Helpline
(800.395.5446, Option 2) for help with your questions.

Environmental sustainability
Reddaway shares your concern for our environment.
The efficiency of our network, as well as our waste reduction
and recycling practices, help protect and preserve the
environment. By association with YRC Worldwide, Reddaway
was a founding member of the U.S. EPA Smartway transportation
partnership and recipient of the EPA’s 2006 SmartWay
Environmental Excellence Award for leadership in conserving
energy and lowering greenhouse gas emissions. For more
information, visit Destination > Green at yrcw.com.

In the event of an incident
While Reddaway has an impressive damage-free record,
we are fully prepared to handle emergencies. One call to
the Chemical Helpline (800.395.5446, Option 1) immediately
brings on board a nationwide team to determine safety
procedures, evaluate the associated risks, determine the
appropriate course of action, and provide guidance or
directly manage the cleanup process.

Chemical Helpline for hazardous material compliance questions
and 24-hour emergency response – call 800.395.5446

Quality handling
Training and technology for peace of mind

While your product is in our control
Driver excellence:
All Reddaway drivers are compliant with DOT hazmat training. In fact, over one third of our linehaul
drivers attained the impressive million-mile mark without a preventable accident.

Tracking and tracing:
Online tracking of your shipments is easy and tells you everything you need to know about the status
of your shipment, including details such as pickup date, scheduled and actual delivery dates, product
detail and who signed for the shipment.
Handling and Control:
To avoid product damage on the dock, while loading/unloading shipments and while in transit, all Reddaway
operators are thoroughly trained in proper moving and securing techniques for hazardous goods.

Portfolio of Services
LTL
• Next-Day
• Regional (standard and no-fee
guaranteed)
• Intra-Metro
• Inter-Regional (for national coverage)
• Cross-Border (Canada)
• Offshore (Alaska and Hawaii)

Truckload
• Regional
• Spot and Volume

Guaranteed
• Before 9:00 a.m.
• Before Noon
• Before 3:30 p.m.
• Hour-Specific Window
• Day-Specific Window

Expedited
• Expedited (call for quote)

Specialized Solutions
• Industry Expertise:
– 3PL / Transportation Management
– Associations
– Chemical / Hazardous Materials
– Government
– Industrial
– Retail
• Consolidation and Distribution
• Freeze Protection

Let Reddaway provide the solution
Reddaway has the expertise and equipment necessary
to safely ship chemicals and hazardous materials.
• Comprehensive approach– from pre-shipping analysis to the
safe delivery of your product to your customer
• Chemicals Helpline– Quick, easy access to professionals trained
in hazardous materials and incident prevention. Compliance questions and 24-hour emergency response – call 800.395.5446
• DOT – and OSHA– compliant employees training–ensures
expertise in handling your chemical and coating products
For more information go to reddawayregional.com or call
Reddaway Customer Care at 1-888-420-8960.
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Reddaway has been
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